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Have you ever asked, "God, where are you? How could you let this happen to me? How can

something good ever come out of this horrible situation?"These were the questions Patricia Jones

asked God during the 133 days her baby spent in a neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) fighting for

her life. The faith Patricia had stood on most of her life would be challenged when she found herself

questioning GodÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s promise, plan, and purpose.In this moving memoir, Jones writes about

her family's search for answers and the miracles they experienced in the midst of the biggest storm

of their lives. She learned to walk out her faith Ã¢â‚¬â€œ not just quote Biblical verses. This is a

story of how faith, hope and love helped one family triumph over pain, and the hidden treasures they

discovered during their journey. Jones reminds us that God can truly work miracles and that the

lessons we learn from our most difficult trials can bring us the greatest joy and peace of heart.
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A Miracle in the Making, a memoir of a God loving and trusting woman and her family, will leave you



wondering how any new parents can deal with the challenges of bringing a 24 week old babe into

this world....and watching for five long months as that little one struggles to grow...to survive.This

read was enthralling and although my heart broke reading the journal entries Ms. Batoba Jones kept

during those months, I found myselfbeing touched with a great sense of joy as this family places

their trust in God and simply chooses to believe...to know in their hearts and souls...that their baby

girl will make it. THANK YOU Patricia for sharing your tale so that others having to cope with the

horrors and fear of such an early birth can gain hope and trust.

A heart wrenching diary surrounding giving birth to a preemie. Becoming a new mom is an exciting,

scary adventure. When things go wrong in pregnancy, anxiety and fear begin to attack. It becomes

difficult to trust God when the natural world is telling you that all hope is lost. I recently watched my

step-daughter go through the NICU journey with our granddaughter and I can attest to the scariness

of that situation. This book will be very helpful to those who are presently in the NICU journey, since

the author is very technical with details of all the overwhelming medical equipment and terms used

to describe what was happening with her daughter. The author also tells of her journey with Lupus

and the struggle of her pregnancy while suffering from that disease. Anyone who has an

auto-immune disease and wonders if they can make it through pregnancy will be encouraged by the

hope and tenacity that Ms Jones portrays in her journey. Madison's journey is not over, so I

anticipate that the author will give us another glimpse of her life in the future.

It's been a long time coming. I read the book months ago in one day, but I just keep forgetting to

leave a review.It is a very short and fast-paced story that keeps you on your toes, wanting to know

what will happen next. I cannot begin to imagine the stress and traumatic months Patricia and Allan

faced while their daughter fought to survive.It is indeed a miracle.Patricia's journey is very inspiring.

I look forward to reading more of her work!

Right off the bat I was hooked, I found the book very easy to read in fact I read it in one sitting. This

book is relatable for anyone whose had to deal with a sudden and unexpected life event; as a man I

may not have related to everything the author went through in terms of her pregnancy, but I certainly

identified with feeling as if you had been dealt a raw deal especially when youÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ve

tried your best to be a decent person. This book takes you on a journey of pain, doubt, joy, and

most importantly hope. I found this book to be well written and encouraging. While I

wouldnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t wish what the author went through on anyone, I find comfort in knowing



that the experience happened to someone who was able to write about it and perhaps bring some

sort of comfort to anyone else going through a similar experience

This book is AMAZING! As a fellow micro preemie mom of 22 weeker, I felt all of her emotions

through this book. Every fear, every joy, every heartache and every victory is so accurately and

vividly depicted in her writing that I could almost see my self there with her living her day to day life

through this book and also saw myself back in our journey of the NICU roller coaster ride. Preemie

parents are thrown into this experience with little to no time to prepare and our faith is tested

sometimes beyond its limits but God shows up and shows out when we need it most! He alone got

me through my daughters stay. Its a great read you wont want to put down! Tears are guaranteed.

Hearts will be touched. Lives will be changed.

This book is so transparent and honest. From conception, pregnancy, NICU, homecoming and ever

after, Patricia invites you into a front seat of her life and the struggles she goes through bringing a

precious life into this world. Though it would seem at times the journey was nothing less than

defeating, she brings a message of hope. She delivers a bold message of how faith, love and hope

sustained her during the most difficult time in her life. She offers hope that can apply to anyone that

has ever faced a difficult situation. Even when it all seems to be falling apart, there is God who can

keep it all together. A good read for anyone who could just use a little encouragement through a

hard time!

Patricia Batoba Jones, LCSW provides intimate access into the raw pain, emotions, joys, victories,

set-backs and sometimes debilitating fear experienced during their Divinely-ordained journey to

receiving God's Miraculous Promise in their lives. Prepare to have your faith examined, challenged,

strengthened and fortified as you walk with her through this precious process. I'm so proud of her for

not only walking triumphantly through the trying of her faith; but, she has also shared HOW "..God

has helped her thus far" for all of us to have our Hope in God restore and fortified!Dr. Roland Sigler,

IIIButler And Maid Ministries (BAMM), Inc.McKinney, Texas

Get out the tissue.... there will be some tears.... but there is also joy.Patricia takes you by the hand

and walks you through the realities of having a preemie. Not only what happens inside the hospital,

but how it affects families outside of the NICU unit. Never holding back, we experience the reality of

auto-immune mothers and what can happen during a pregnancy.This is an amazing book and will



renew your faith in All That Is.
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